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At those words, the entrance of the Lambert family’s mansion quickly quietened down!

Only the sound of rain and the occasional muffled thunder could be heard.

Almost all the business leaders and heads of the underground forces in Cloudside standing at the
entrance were looking at Chester and his men with hostile cold eyes.

Too arrogant!

This was the Lambert family of Cloudside!

This was Nigel Lambert’s mansion!

In Cloudside, who would dare to talk to the Lambert family like this?

Were these people fools?

Were they from out of town and did not know the rules?

It must be. After all, it was the first time they were seeing Chester Ludwig and his people.

“Hehe, another ignorant guy. How dare he ask Master Lambert to get out here?”

“This is the first time I’ve heard someone dare to speak like this at the entrance of the Lambert
family’s mansion.”

“Very brazen indeed. Who are these people?”

The people at the gates continued talking while standing under the umbrellas, sizing up Chester and
the others carefully.

At this time, the bodyguard at the entrance of the Lambert family’s mansion stared at the man who
spoke with a cold face and eyes full of anger. He warned sternly, “Sorry, Master Lambert will not be
receiving guests today. Please see yourself out!”

Hiss!

The few subordinates around Chester looked angry and shouted at the person at the gates of the
Lambert family’s mansion, “What did you say? Are you seeking death? No one dares to refuse to meet
Master Ludwig! Nigel Lambert? The heavenly king of Cloudside? Go in and notify him that our Master
Chester Ludwig wants to see him. If he doesn’t come out and greet him, Master Ludwig will destroy
him and seize the Lambert family!”

Wow!

The scene became tense.

Everyone was staring at this scene with wide eyes as they were all in disbelief!



No one had dared to say that in years!

Destroy Nigel Lambert and seize the Lambert family?!

Too outrageous!

Were they not aware that the person the Lambert family was welcoming today was the Young Master
Clarke who had a profound background?

Was this a deliberate attempt to stir up trouble?

Chester did not speak from the beginning and only stood calmly at the side. He was looking at the big
house in front of him.

The Lambert family’s bodyguard also got angry and shouted, “How dare you?! I don’t care who you are.
If you dare to mess around in the Lambert family’s territory, you must bear the consequences!”

Pitter-patter!

After saying that, more than a dozen bodyguards in black suits rushed out from the mansion courtyard
instantly! They were all lined up at the entrance, full of chills!

The atmosphere was quite tense.

At this moment, the men around Chester also stepped forward, looking ready to fight.

Suddenly, a loud shout was heard, “Stop!”

At this moment, Nigel briskly walked out of the mansion yard. He bowed to the prominent figures
standing by the gates and apologized, “Sorry everyone, I won’t be seeing guests today. Please go
back.”

These people wanted to say something but Nigel directly ignored them. Instead, his eyes fell on
Chester. His eyes chilled as he asked, “Chester Ludwig, what are you doing here?”

Chester smiled lightly and said, “Haha, Nigel Lambert, are you surprised to see me? We used to be very
close buddies in the past, after all.”

Nigel’s face changed. He waved his hand and said indifferently, “Hmph, we have nothing to talk about.
It’s not convenient for me to meet guests today. Please see yourself out.”

After that, Nigel turned to leave.
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